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Maersk Line:
Triple-E ships and Cradle to Cradle
Jacob Sterling, Head of Climate and Environment

Maersk Line is an integral part of global trade:


Connects consumers and producers with more than 600 vessels



Moves goods from port to port in millions of containers
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 Environmental regulation and stakeholder demands are diversifying
 Operating costs are volatile and increasing
 Should we take a reactive or proactive approach to the challenges?
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 Good environmental performance is increasingly becoming
important to our customers

Maersk Line’s environmental ambitions

 We want to be the shipping line with the best environmental performance
 We want to also compete on environmental performance
 We want to help our customers reduce their environmental impacts
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20 Triple-E vessels: Setting a new standard


Economy of scale: 18,000 TEU capacity, 26% lower slot
cost than other large, new built vessels.



Energy efficiency: Designed for slow steaming, two
super long-stroke engines, waste heat recovery



Environmentally improved: 50% less CO2 per
container moved.

20 Triple-E vessels: Key figures


The ships cost USD 190 Mill. each
(Total USD 3.8 Bill. USD)



USD 20 Mill. are spent on environmental
improvements on each ship (Total USD 400 Mill.)



Approx 60,000 tons of steel per ship
(Total 1.2 Million tons of steel)
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Reflections on the use of materials

 Shipping and other heavy industries depend heavily on steel
 In a business as usual scenario, we may run out of steel in 60 years
 To sustain our business long term, recycling and reuse of steel is key

 Responsible recycling today = loss of high-value materials
 How to design ships for better recycling?
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The Cradle to Cradle concept
Obtain material



Cradle to Cradle is a
concept for reducing

Manufacturing

ressource use and pollution
by eliminating waste
Assembly



The idea is that materials
used should either be
biodegradable or be ”food”

Operation

for new products.

Disassembly

Waste / ‘downcycling’
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Cradle to Cradle Passport: A first step towards full vessel recycling


A document that describes all materials used to build the
Triple-E ships and how to disassemble and recycle them

Benefits and challenges of the Cradle to Cradle Passport

The expected benefits



Reduced lifecycle environmental impact
Higher resource availability in the long term




Higher recycle price for vessels (estimated 10% higher)
Easier to ensure compliance with regulation



An incentive to ensure responsible recycling

The challenges going forward


To develop an industry standard, effectively changing



global steel ressource management beyond shipping
Suppliers and sub-suppliers need to share information



sensitive on material composition in a global database.
Effectively integrate Cradle to Cradle thinking in the
design phase for ships
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Thank you for your time!
Any questions or comments?
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